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The study integrates knowledge resulting from
structure–activity relationships analysis of amino
acids with respect to the characterization of a1
and a2 type I collagen chains. Specifically, 15
amino acids and 14 properties were investigated
and their structure–activity relationship models
were obtained. The models were integrated into a
web application and were used to predict the
properties of a set of six amino acids. The similarities in a1 and a2 type I collagen chains has been
investigated starting from the observed and predicted properties of amino acids by using two-step
cluster analysis.
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Molecular biology has made significant progress in the analysis and
characterization of the essential roles of amino acids, and this has
led to development of therapeutically useful biopharmaceutical
agents (1,2).
The relationships between biophysical properties and the amino
acid structure have been investigated for more than three decades (3). Quantitative structure–activity relationship (SAR) analysis
of amino acids in this regard remains a very important topic for
many researchers (4–6). Mathematical investigations, from a
topological perspective, have provided important contributions in
the field (7,8).
Collagen, the main protein of connective tissues in animals, and
the most abundant in mammals, is found within connective tissues
from heart, vessels, skin, cornea, cartilage, ligaments, tendons,
bone, and teeth. Twenty-eight types of collagens are known to date
(9). The structural arrangement of type I collagen was an early
focus of researchers (10) with its structure being more recently
determined (11). Structural type I collagen characterization has
reached a new era to now include x-ray crystallography and three-

dimensional (3D) mapping (12–14). The importance of such collagen
research is illustrated by its implication in numerous diseases such
as osteogenesis imperfectaa, osteoporosisb, Ehlers-Danlos syndrome
(15), Caffey disease (16), and bone metastasis diagnosis (17).
The main objective of the present study was to investigate similarities in a1 and a2 type I collagen chains relative to a molecular descriptors family (MDF) on SAR investigations on amino
acids and by using the amino acids observed and the predicted
properties.

Methods and Materials
The properties of interest of a set of 21 amino acids were first
investigated by using MDF SAR approach (18). Fifteen amino acids
were used to generate the MDF SAR models and the properties of
a set of six amino acids were predicted based on the obtained
equations. In the second step of the analysis, using the properties
observed and predicted by the models, the similarities in a1 and a2
type I collagen chains were investigated. In addition, one of the
properties of amino acids [the hydrophobicity on the Hessa et al.
scale – Hyd(19)] was investigated using two multivariate analysis
methods.
Molecular modeling
Twenty-one amino acids were investigated: alanine (Ala), arginine
(Arg), asparagine (Asn), aspartate (Asp), cysteine (Cys), glutamine
(Gln), glutamate (Glu), glycine (Gly), histidine (His), hydroxyproline
(Hyp), isoleucine (Ile), leucine (Leu), lysine (Lys), methionine (Met),
phenylalanine (Phe), proline (Pro), serine (Ser), threonine (Thr), tryptophan (Trp), tyrosine (Tyr), and valine (Val).
Fifteen compounds (including Ala, Asn, Asp, Cys, Gln, Glu, Gly, Ile,
Leu, Lys, Met, Phe, Ser, Thr, and Val) were used to identify the relationship between amino acids and their 14 properties. Six properties and five quantum mechanics calculated parameters, which
confer properties to the protein molecule as a whole, were investigated. The values of the investigated parameters were taken from
previously reported studies (note that the reference is given following the parameter abbreviation) as appropriate. HYPERCHEM software
was used to calculate the quantum mechanic parameters based
on the 3D structure of the amino acids (noting that the use of
a
HYPERCHEM software is indicated by a superscript letter following
the abbreviated parameter).
The amino acid parameters investigated are listed below:
• Dipole moment: The measure of polarity in a molecule [abbreviated as DM(20), unit of measurement (Debye)].
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• Molar refraction: The measure of the volume occupied by an
atom or group being dependent on temperature, index of refraction, and pressure [abbreviated as MR(20), unit of measurement
(cm3 ⁄ mol)].
• Molar Magnetic Susceptibility: The degree of magnetization in
response to an applied magnetic field [abbreviated as CHI(20),
unit of measurement (m3 ⁄ mol)]. Positive values revealed its paramagnetic property; alternatively, a negative value revealed a diamagnetic property.
• Solubility (in water): The chemical property referring to the ability
to dissolve in a solvent [abbreviated as Slb(20), unit of measurement (M)].
• Hydrophobicity: The physical property of a molecule that is repelled
from a mass of water [abbreviated as Hyd(20), Hyd(19), Hyd(21),
unit of measurement (dimensionless)]. Three different scales were
included into analysis; several scales being known to date (22). A
consensus hydrophobicity scale has not been identified yet (23).
Two of the three scales included into analysis were chosen as
scales with extreme values while one had middle values.
• Logarithm of the activity coefficient: The factor used to account
for deviations from the ideal behavior in a mixture of chemical
substances [abbreviated as Lac(20), unit of measurement (dimensionless)].
• Partition coefficient for n-octanol ⁄ water in logarithmic scale: The
ratio of the molar concentrations of a chemical in n-octanol and
water, in dilute solution [abbreviated as log P(20) and log Pc, unit
of measurement (dimensionless)]. Two different values were used
because of the differences between values.
• Hckel energy: The determination of pi electron energies on
molecular orbitals [abbreviated as EHuc, unit of measurement
(kcal ⁄ mol)].
• Hydration energy: The reaction enthalpy for the dissolution of a
compound into aqueous solution for peptides and proteins [abbreviated as HyEc, unit of measurement (kcal ⁄ mol)].
• Molar refractivity: The measure of the volume occupied by an atom
or group of atoms [abbreviated as Refc, unit of measurement (3)].
• Polarizability: The ease of distortion of the electron cloud of a
molecular entity by an electric field [abbreviated as Polc, unit of
measurement (3)].
The above properties were modeled by using the MDF on the SAR
method (18). This approach has shown success in its estimation
and prediction abilities for a series of biological active compounds
(24). A detailed presentation of the MDF SAR approach can be
found in Ref. (18).
Based on the information extracted strictly from the structure of the
15 amino acids investigated, a set of descriptors were generated
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for each property. The best performing monovariate models have
been identified for each property. Starting from these models, the
properties of a set of six amino acids (i.e. Arg, His, Hyp, Pro, Trp,
and Tyr), which were not included into the generation of descriptors, were then predictedd and the values were used in the analysis
of type I collagen similarities.

Molecular modeling – multivariate analysis
Multivariate analysis techniques were applied on molecular descriptors obtained on the 15 amino acids considering the hydrophobicity calculated on Hessa et al. scale [abbreviated as
Hyd(19)]. Multiple linear regression and factor analysis techniques
were applied on a set of 200 descriptors by using SPSS 12.0
software. The factor analysis technique was used to reveal simpler patterns within the 200 molecular descriptors to discover
whether the amino acid hydrophobicity on Hessa et al. scale
[abbreviated as Hyd(19)] could be explained in terms of one or
more than one factor.

Cluster analysis on type I collagen
The Rattus Norvegicus type I collagen (25) was investigated. Starting from the amino acid sequence of a1 and a2 chains, 14 properties were added to each amino acid and the obtained data were
investigated. The two-step cluster analysis technique was used
(SPSS 12.0 software) as it included a specific feature of automatic
selection of the best number of clusters as well as an ability to
create cluster models simultaneously based on categorical and continuous variables.

Results
Structure–activity relationships for amino acids
Fourteen properties were investigated relative to a sample of 15
amino acids. The SAR models with one descriptor, the name of the
descriptor, the dominant atomic property, the type of interaction,
the model interaction, and the structure on the activity scale are
presented in Table 1.

Multivariate analysis on hydrophobicity
The multivariate analysis techniques were applied on hydrophobicity on the Hessa et al. scale [abbreviated as Hyd(19)] starting
from a number of 200 molecular descriptors generated with
respect to structural information. A significant model with two
descriptors was identified in the multivariate linear regression
analysis. The characteristics of the model are presented in
Table 2. The 3D graphical representation of the model is presented in Figure 1.
The factor analysis technique identified a number of four factors
based on 200 molecular descriptors included in the analysis. The eigenvalues were as follows: 227 (Factor 1, 91% total variance), 6.9
(Factor 2, 2.7% total variance), 5.7 (Factor 3, 2.3% total variance),
and 3.5 (Factor 4, 1.4% total variance). Upon further investigation,
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Table 1: SAR models for amino acids
Amino acid property

Hyd(20)

DM(20)

Slb(20)

Log Pc

MDF SAR equation
SAR determination (%)
MDF descriptor (X)
Dominant atomic property
Interaction via
Interaction model
Structure on activity scale
Amino acid property
MDF SAR equation
SAR determination (%)
MDF descriptor (X)
Dominant atomic property
Interaction via
Interaction model
Structure on activity scale
Amino acid property
MDF SAR equation
SAR determination (%)
MDF descriptor (X)
Dominant atomic property
Interaction via
Interaction model
Structure on activity scale
Amino acid property
MDF SAR equation
SAR determination (%)
MDF descriptor (X)
Dominant atomic property
Interaction via
Interaction model
Structure on activity scale

Ŷ = )160X ) 0.065
65
AbmrEQg
Charge (Q)
Space (geometry)
Qd 2
Proportional
Hyd(19)
Ŷ = 8.5X ) 0.58
90.5
iMDRoQg
Charge (Q)
Space (geometry)
Q )1
Inversed
HyEc
Ŷ = 18X ) 19
93
iGPmLQt
Charge (Q)
Bonds (topology)
Q d
Inversed
MR(20)
Ŷ = )0.89X + 6.7
98
lFMMwQg
Charge (Q)
Space (geometry)
Q 2d )1
Logarithmic

Ŷ = )8.7X ) 0.19
79
IiDRLQt
Charge (Q)
Bonds (topology)
Q d
Proportional
CHI(20)
Ŷ = )93X + 84
91
iHMRqQg
Charge (Q)
Space (geometry)
Q )1

Ŷ = )25X + 4
87
IiDRLQt
Charge (Q)
Bonds (topology)
Q d
Proportional
Log P(20)
Ŷ = )4.9X + 6.4
93
lHMrqQg
Charge (Q)
Space (geometry)
Q )1

Inversed
Hyd(21)
Ŷ = )21X + 12
95
IGDROQg
Charge (Q)
Space (geometry)
Q
Proportional
EHuc
Ŷ = 87X ) 1400
99.7
lfPdkEg
Electronegativity (E)
Space (geometry)
Q 2d )1
Logarithmic

Logarithmic
Refc
Ŷ = 94X ) 13
97
iIMdWEg
Electronegativity (E)
Space (geometry)
Q 2d )1
Inversed

Ŷ = )1.4X ) 0.87
90
lGDdKQg
Charge (Q)
Space (geometry)
Q2d
Logarithmic
Lac(20)
Ŷ = )45X + 18
93
iGMmLQt
Charge (Q)
Bonds (topology)
Q  d
Inversed
Polc
Ŷ = 37X ) 4.8
98
iIMdWEg
Electronegativity (E)
Space (geometry)
Q 2d )1
Inversed

Hydrophobicity: Hyd(20) – Bumble (1999), Hyd(19) – Hessa et al. (2005), Hyd(21) – Kyte and Doolittle (1982);
dipole moment: DM(20) – Bumble (1999); solubility: Slb(20) – Bumble (1999); logarithm of the partition coefficient: log P(20) – Bumble (1999), log Pc – HYPERc
c
c
c
CHEM ; magnetic susceptibility: CHI(20) – Bumble (1999); log activity coefficient: Lac(20) – Bumble (1999); hydration energy: HyE – HYPERCHEM ; refractivity: Ref –
c
c
c
c
c
HYPERCHEM ; polarizability: Pol – HYPERCHEM ; molar refraction: MR(20) – Bumble (1999); Hckel energy: EHu – HYPERCHEM ; Ŷ: property estimated by the MDF
model; SAR, structure–activity relationship; MDF, molecular descriptors family.

Table 2: Multivariate MDF SAR for hydrophobicity on the Hessa
et al. scale
Amino acid property

Hydrophobicity – Hessa et al.
[abbreviated as Hyd(19)]

MDF SAR equation
SAR determination (%)
MDF descriptor (Xi)
Dominant atomic property
Interaction via
F (significance p-value)
Standard error of the estimate
Sample size

0.08X1 + 6.03X2 ) 1.36
95.8
ISPDwQg (i = 1), iMDRoQg (i = 2)
Charge (Q)
Space (geometry)
124 (0.002)
0.31
15

the stepwise linear regression analysis was applied on the obtained
factors. Two models proved to be statistically significant.
• Model with one variable (F = 96, p < 0.001): Factor 1 (r2 = 0.88,
r2adj = 0.87, s = 0.49) and
Chem Biol Drug Des 2008; 71: 173–179

• model with two variables (F = 69, p < 0.001): Factors 1 and 4
(r2 = 0.92, r2adj = 0.91, s = 0.42),
where r2 = squared correlation coefficient, r2adj = adjusted squared
correlation coefficient, s = standard error of the estimate.

Cluster analysis on type I collagen
The two-step cluster analysis technique was applied to identify similarities in a1 and a2 type I collagen chains. Three clusters were
identified for each chain.
• a1 chain: cluster 1 (Ala, Gly, and Hyp), cluster 2 (Ile, Leu, Met,
Phe, and Pro), and cluster 3 (Arg, Asn, Asp, Gln, Glu, His, Lys,
Ser, Thr, and Tyr).
• a2 chain: cluster 1 (Ile, Leu, Met, Phe, Pro, and Val), cluster 2
(Arg, Asn, Asp, Gln, Glu, His, Hyp, Lys, Ser, Thr, and Tyr), and
cluster 3 (Ala and Gly).
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The parameters of descriptive statistics for each property according
to chain and cluster are presented in Table 3. With one exception,
the clustering of the amino acids (as abbreviation and properties)
was statistically significant. For the a1 chain, the molecular refraction [abbreviated as MR(20)] had a significant statistical importance
in the first and third cluster. In the a2 chain, the property abbreviated as log P(20) had statistical importance in the first and second
cluster.

Discussion
Fourteen amino acid properties (11 distinct ones) were investigated
by using the MDF on the SAR approach. A linear regression model
with one variable was obtained for each property. The lowest performance in terms of squared correlation coefficient was obtained
using an investigation of hydrophobicity calculated on the Bumble
scale [abbreviated as Hyd(20), see Table 1]. The values published by
Bumble [abbreviated as Hyd(20)] could be considered biased data
based on the observation of the other two MDF SAR models
obtained for the hydrophobicity published by Hessa et al. [abbreviated as Hyd(19)] and Kyte and Doolittle [abbreviated as Hyd(21)]. In
these two models the squared correlation coefficients were >0.90.
The ability of the MDF SAR approach in the investigation of the
amino acids hydrophobicity will be comparatively analyzed with
other hydrophobicity scales (26), in future studies. Except for the
hydrophobicity calculated on the Bumble scale [abbreviated as
176
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Figure 1: Quadratic surface
plot: iMDRoQg (X-axis) versus
ISPDwQg (Y-axis) versus HTH
(Z-axis) hydrophobicity
(Z = distance weighted least
squares).

Hyd(20), see Table 1], the MDF SAR models with one variable provided good performances for each investigated amino acid property.
The ability of the model to determine the investigated properties
varied from 79% [for the property abbreviated as DM(20)] to 99.7%
(for the property abbreviated as EHuc). Two different properties represented by dipole moment [abbreviated as DM(20)] and solubility
[abbreviated as Slb(20)] were estimated by using the same molecular descriptor (IiDRLQt). These properties revealed to be related to
amino acid topology and atomic partial charges. The MDF SAR
models for refractivity (abbreviated as Refc) and polarizability
(abbreviated as Polc) also use the same descriptor (iIMdWEg),
showing that these properties are related to the geometry of compounds. Electronegativity proved to be the dominant atomic property
according to SAR models. Ten of 14 properties were related to the
geometry of amino acids: Hyd(20), Hyd(19), Hyd(21), log Pc,
log P(20), CHI(20), Refc, Polc, MR(20), and EHuc. The charges were
the dominant atomic property for 11 of the 14 properties: Hyd(20),
Hyd(19), Hyd(21), DM(20), Slb(20), CHI(20), log P(20), log Pc, Lac(20),
HyEc, and MR(20).
The multivariate analysis on hydrophobicity calculated on the Hessa
et al. scale [abbreviated as Hyd(19)] has provided important information. As expected, the multivariate model provided a better estimation compared with the model with one descriptor (an SAR
determination of 95.8% versus 90.5% as found in Table 2 and Table
1, respectively). As shown in Tables 1 and 2 that the MDF SAR
model with two variables used the molecular descriptors identified
Chem Biol Drug Des 2008; 71: 173–179
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Table 3: Two-step cluster analysis on type I collagen: results

DM(20)
m
SD
Log P(20)
m
SD
Log Pc
m
SD
Lac(20)
m
SD
Hyd(20)
m
SD
Hyd(19)
m
SD
Hyd(21)
m
SD
Slb(20)
m
SD
CHI(20)
m
SD
MR(20)
m
SD
EHuc
m
SD
HyEc
m
SD
Refc
m
SD
Polc
m
SD

a1 chain

a2 chain

Cluster

Cluster

1 (n = 581)

2 (n = 198)

3 (n = 275)

1 (n = 224)

2 (n = 340)

3 (n = 462)

1.75
0.05

0.60
0.72

3.52
1.50

0.79
0.71

3.18
1.32

1.71
0.25

3.32
0.22

1.70
0.34

4.35
0.63

1.71
0.22

4.19
0.67

3.24
0.51

)0.94
0.22

0.10
0.43

)1.11
0.39

0.21
0.43

)1.12
0.38

)0.92
0.26

7.82
2.39

7.43
1.33

13.16
3.04

7.28
0.89

13.02
1.66

6.53
0.92

)2.77
0.21

)0.91
0.69

)6.76
2.40

)0.89
0.67

)5.42
2.93

)2.80
0.42

0.47
0.33

)0.14
0.21

2.40
1.04

)0.21
0.24

1.73
1.37

0.58
0.28

0.36
0.95

3.90
0.80

)3.82
2.36

4.03
0.49

)2.53
3.12

0.12
0.93

8.67
0.50

5.84
1.80

14.12
3.37

6.30
1.55

13.27
3.66

8.27
1.17

32.31
2.67

40.43
5.96

21.51
5.91

41.40
1.17

22.33
5.73

32.79
4.75

14.90
2.84

20.71
8.89

28.02
6.50

22.90
8.31

25.41
6.64

13.42
2.68

)1.57 · 104
3584

)2.06 · 104
3604

)2.51 · 104
3550

)2.13 · 104
2037

)2.45 · 104
3105

)1.37 · 104
2186

)11.89
0.84

)7.26
1.44

)16.42
3.49

)7.43
0.95

)15.70
3.53

)11.43
1.74

19.55
5.13

30.03
6.39

32.94
7.27

31.03
4.55

32.16
6.12

16.74
3.03

7.95
2.06

12.07
2.56

13.35
2.86

12.51
1.82

13.02
2.40

6.82
1.23

Dipole moment: DM(20) – Bumble (1999); logarithm of the partition coefficient: log P(20) – Bumble (1999), log Pc – HYPERCHEMc; log activity coefficient: Lac(20) –
Bumble (1999); hydrophobicity: Hyd(20) – Bumble (1999); Hyd(19) – Hessa et al. (2005); Hyd(21) – Kyte and Doolittle (1982); solubility: Slb(20) – Bumble (1999);
magnetic susceptibility: CHI(20) – Bumble (1999); molar refraction: MR(20) – Bumble (1999); Hckel energy: EHuc – HYPERCHEMc; hydration energy: HyEc – HYPERc
c
c
c
c
CHEM ; refractivity: Ref – HYPERCHEM ; polarizability: Pol – HYPERCHEM ; m, arithmetic mean; SD, standard deviation; SAR, structure–activity relationship; MDF,
molecular descriptors family.

by the model with one descriptor (the two descriptors evolved from
a total number of 200 descriptors). Interestingly, the interaction was
made via geometry and the dominant atomic property was the
charge both in the model with two descriptors and in the model
with one descriptor. Four factors were identified in the analysis of
200 molecular descriptors by using the factor analysis approach.
Two models (one with one factor and the other with two factors)
proved to be statistically significant. The squared correlation
Chem Biol Drug Des 2008; 71: 173–179

coefficient of the model with two factors has shown that this
investigation is not useful for characterizing hydrophobicity on the
Hessa et al. scale [abbreviated as Hyd(19)], the value being lower
than the value of the squared correlation coefficient obtained by
the model with two molecular descriptors (see Table 2). Furthermore, it may be concluded that the decrease in the number of
descriptors through factors creation is not a useful approach
compared with the linear regression approach.
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By using the MDF SAR models, the 14 properties of six amino acids
were predicted and the determined values were included into the
cluster analysis of a1 and a2 type I collagen chains. Three clusters
were obtained on each chain. By analyzing the a1 or the a2 type I
collagen chains using two-step cluster analysis (based on similarities of amino acid sequences) the following findings are highlighted.
• Some amino acid groups were identified to be in the same
cluster:
• Ala and Gly (cluster 1 on a1 chain and cluster 3 on a2 chain);
• Ile, Leu, Met, Phe, and Pro (cluster 2 on a1 chain and cluster 1
on a2 chain) and
• Arg, Asn, Asp, Gln, Glu, His, Lys, Ser, Thr, and Tyr (cluster 3 on
a1 chain and cluster 2 on a2 chain).
• Similar values for the mean and standard deviations of the
investigated properties were obtained according to the cluster
amino acid composition (see Table 3).
Based on these results it can be concluded that the two-step cluster analysis technique is a useful statistical instrument in the characterization and identification of similarities in a1 and a2 type I
collagen chains. Moreover, other cluster analysis techniques may
also be applied to similarity studies on type I collagen.
A compelling question that arises from the investigation of type I
collagen is as follows: 'Is the obtained clusterization specific to the
investigated species or is it a characteristic of the type I collagen
chains?' This will require future research.
Regarding the ability of the MDF SAR approach to characterize
amino acid properties, the following question exists: 'If the a1
and ⁄ or a2 type I collagen chains are analyzed, will the model be
the same? This will also require future research.
The present study was intended to be the first step in an approach
to understand the relationship among chemical structure, physical–
chemical properties, and biological role.
Once the MDF models have been constructed, the MDF methodology is able to provide useful information related to the structural
nature of the physical–chemical and biological properties of such
peptides. Because amino acids are structural components of the
collagen, the MDF methodology provides parameters for physical
models. These models can then serve for further investigations on
the entire structure of collagen, known to be triple chain of amino
acids, and for which parameters of the physical model exist.
The modeling process for a small molecule (such as an amino acid)
is a relatively easy task for computational chemists. However, difficulty occurs upon extending calculations on large molecules, such
as collagen, when all quantum calculations become strongly
affected by the extension to the larger scale molecular system (as
178

well as the execution time). The concept proposed in this research
was to use knowledge collected at small scale (i.e. on amino acids
contained in collagen) such as more specific parameters of the
physical model (dominant atomic property, interaction via, interaction model, and structure on activity scale) to reduce the complexity
of such calculations.
The similarity analysis on type I collagen also aimed to identify
common parameters for physical–chemical and biological properties.

Conclusions
Fourteen amino acid properties (11 distinct ones) were modeled by
using the MDF on the SAR approach. In one of 14 case, the MDF
SAR determination was £65%. In almost 79%, the MDF SAR determination was ‡90%, which proved the ability of the method to
characterize amino acid properties. Sixty-four percent of the investigated amino acid properties proved to be strongly related to the
geometry of compounds.
The linear regression approach was shown to be the best solution
compared with factor analysis in the characterization of hydrophobicity using a sample of 200 molecular descriptors.
Two-step cluster analysis techniques exemplified their usefulness in
similarity analysis of a1 and a2 type I collagen chains. Future
research will be necessary for studying the usefulness of other
cluster analysis techniques in the characterization of type I collagen
chains.
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